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Abstract – Headphone transfer function (HpTF) and head-related transfer function (HRTF) measurements
are crucial in acoustic science and in binaural virtual acoustic applications. Yet, their measurement set-up, pro-
cedure or post-processing is different for nearly every lab, especially for the HRTF measurements. To compare
findings between different labs, these measurement deviations have to be quantified alongside with their influ-
ence on perceptual aspects. In the scope of a cross-site investigation on loudness balancing between headphone
and loudspeaker listening, a set of HpTFs with three different headphones (open, closed, insert earphones) and
HRTF close to the eardrum were measured in 14 participants travelling to two different measurement sites at
Aachen and Oldenburg. Though set-ups for measuring the HRTF are very different between sites, the gathered
HRTFs are quite consistent across them. For the measured HpTFs, across sites the open headphones consis-
tently yield a slightly lower variability in the range from 70 to 5000 Hz than the closed one while the insert
earphones exhibit much higher variabilities and a limited range of reproducible results. The difference in loud-
ness balancing across labs could well be predicted by site-specific systematic differences in HpTFs with the
exception of 1 kHz narrowband stimulus. This clearly indicates the limits in comparability of HpTFs and loud-
ness balancing across labs and the importance of using headphones with high repeatability like the open ones
used in this investigation.
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1 Introduction

With the advent of three-dimensional video capturing
and consumer products for playback such as head-mounted
displays, correct spatial audio presentation is desired for
immersive experiences. Binaural playback over headphones
is the most economic, easiest to set-up and most flexible
solution and therefore typically used these days. To increase
the authenticity of these methods, individual head-related
transfer functions (HRTFs) are usually considered ideal
for binaural synthesis with playback over headphones com-
pensated by individual headphone transfer functions
(HpTF) [1]. Rather complex multi-loudspeaker set-ups
and methods for performing HRTF measurements have
been implemented at multiple research labs (see [2] for an
overview). However, no ubiquitous method to conduct
these measurements has been established and no efforts
are made to establish a unified standard at the moment.
On the contrary, HpTFs are directly measured on ear sim-
ulators or humans, but they underlie a certain dependency

on fitting of the headphone to the head which changes with
every taking-off and putting-on (repositioning) of the head-
phones [3–6]. In addition, both HRTFs and HpTFs depend
on the recording location in the ear, thus increasing the like-
lihood that the resulting functions critically depend on the
exact procedure pursued in each laboratory and with each
individual subject. The aim of the current study therefore
is to estimate the expected variation across laboratories in
relation to the variability across subjects, and to evaluate
these variations by their respective consequences regarding
the estimated level at eardrum in a loudness balancing
experiment.

Hence, in a cross-site comparison between the lab sites
in Aachen and Oldenburg, a dataset of HRTFs and HpTFs
for three different headphones were measured with probe
microphones close to the eardrum in 14 participants travel-
ling to both measurement sites. Even though these probe
tube measurements are more time consuming than
blocked-entrance measurements, we employed this method
since any kind of ear canal entrance measurement would
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not be applicable for insert earphones that were included in
the study, as well as to correctly capture effects of acoustic
loading of the ear by headphones [5, 7]. Additionally, the
probe tube placement close to the eardrum is an anatomi-
cally well-defined location, as opposed to insertion at the
blocked ear canal entrance.

Literature on reproducibility measurements of individ-
ual HRTFs is limited. The potential influence of the lab
has been highlighted, e.g., by comparison of HRTFs
measured on the same dummy head in different labs by
Andreopoulou et al. [8]. Yet, comparable studies on humans
are rare. Møller et al. [9] investigated inter-participant
variations and repeatability measurements on one subject.
Riederer [10] investigated mainly intra-subject effects in
the same hardware and lab set-up. He also investigated
the influence on HRTF variability by changing the experi-
menter which is comparable to the presented study.
Andreopoulou et al. [11] investigated the influence by
changing a number of variables, namely: the room used,
loudspeaker set-up, repositioning the microphones and the
participants alignment in the loudspeaker array. Besides
the fact that they investigate blocked ear canal measure-
ments, the study is the closest to the presented study as
can be seen in Section 2.1.2. All investigations point
towards higher intra-subject repeatability for frequencies
up to the ear canal resonance (between 2000 Hz and
3000 Hz) and above up to 5000 Hz.

For literature on HpTF variability, a variety of investi-
gations can be found. To name a few: Shaw [12] investigated
ear canal pressures due to different headphone types and
three repositions. Møller et al. [5] measured 14 different
headphones on 40 participants at the blocked ear canal.
Kulkarni and Colburn [3] investigated the variability due
to repositioning of headphones on an artificial head. More
recently, inter- and intra-subject variability of blocked ear
canal measurements have been investigated by Völk [6].
All studies conclude low and smooth variabilities due to
repositioning for lower frequencies (around 1–2 dB), moder-
ate deviations around the ear canal resonance (2–3 dB) but
still low up to 5000–6000 Hz, and higher variations (up to
10–15 dB) for frequencies above 10 kHz. The most likely
reason for the observed variabilities are high-Q notches with
different centre frequencies and magnitudes. This study pre-
sents HpTF measurements of subjects at two different sites.
As set-up and equipment at both sites are equal and environ-
mental factors like room acoustics are negligible for these
kind of measurements, differences are expected in micro-
phone placement and post-processing of the measurements.

Besides analysing the variability in physical parameters
across laboratories, the obtained transfer functions are uti-
lized in an evaluation of the loudness mismatch between
loudspeaker and headphone presentation in a companion
paper [13]. Suchmismatches, i.e. level differences at eardrum
at equal loudness, have been reported repeatedly since the
1940s [14–16] mostly for low frequencies and closed head-
phones. The phenomenon was named by the amount of
mismatch occurring at low frequencies: “The missing
6 dB”. In 2011, Völk and Fastl [17] showed that the loudness

mismatch disappears when applying binaural synthesis and
compensation of the headphone transfer function in a blind
comparison paradigm. They assume that the loudness mis-
match is caused by a mismatch in time and phase relations
between left and right ear. Nevertheless, the results from our
earlier study [13] with a larger variation across listening con-
ditions showed that some unexplained mismatch still
remains – especially across the anechoic rooms in Aachen
and Oldenburg, thus calling for a closer look at the underly-
ing variabilities in transfer functions for both sites.

The current paper therefore quantifies the cross-site
effects on HRTF and HpTF measurements as well as loud-
ness mismatch experiments. 14 participants travelled to
both laboratories, one in Aachen and one in Oldenburg.
In each lab a full HRTF set as well as the HpTF for three
different headphones were measured. As detailed in [13], a
loudness balancing listening test was conducted where the
subjects adjusted headphone playback to equal loudness
of loudspeaker playback of the same stimulus. Using indi-
vidual HRTFs and HpTFs, the appropriate levels created
at the eardrum, and the mismatch, i.e. level difference at
equal loudness, was calculated. While the previous paper
explored several factors influencing this mismatch (room,
stimulus, binaural parameters of headphone playback),
the present study focusses on how the mismatch, and in
particular apparent disparities between sites, could be
explained by cross-site differences between the underlying
HRTF and HpTF data. To this end, we restrict ourselves
to the loudness balancing results obtained in anechoic envi-
ronments with diotic headphone playback, but consider the
results of all three headphones and a wider frequency range
of the employed stimuli (125 Hz to 12 kHz).

2 Methods
2.1 Technical measurements

2.1.1 Probe tube measurements

To measure the sound pressure level close to the ear-
drum, a probe tube was inserted into the ear canal until
participants noticed a soft contact with the eardrum. After
slightly pulling back the probe tube, the microphone and
its housing were fixed with medical tape on the subjects’
cheek to minimize the influence of the measurement device
on the fitting of the headphones and on the incident sound
field. The 76 mm long probe tubes (Type 76109MBB,
Precision Cast Plastic Parts, Redding, CA, USA) were used
on ER7C series probe microphones (ER7C, Etymotic
Research, Elk Grove Village, IL, USA). Once placed and
fixed, the probe tubes were not repositioned between HpTF
and HRTF measurement.

2.1.2 HRTFs

Both sites have very different approaches to measure
the head-related transfer functions as described in the
following.
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In Oldenburg, the measurements were done in an
anechoic chamber (volume: 274 m3; wedge length: 0.6 m)
with a fixed loudspeaker set-up. A fixed 3D loudspeaker
array comprising circles at different elevations is employed.
The loudspeakers are positioned with intervals of 7.5 degrees
in the horizontal plane and 30 degree in azimuth for eleva-
tions of�30 and 30 degree. At 60 degree elevation a spacing
of 60 degree is chosen, leading to sum of 87 directions. A
more detailed description of the set-up and the procedure
can be found in [18]. The participants were seated and
equipped with absorbers on their legs to reduce reflections.
The ear height of the participant was adapted to the acous-
tic axis of the loudspeakers mounted in the horizontal
plane. The measurement time in Oldenburg was about
30 s, and participants’ head position and orientation were
tracked to provide visual feedback about their alignment
with the loudspeaker set-up [19]. The measured impulse
responses were time windowed using a frequency dependent
time window approach [20] and divided by the microphone
sensitivity and loudspeaker responses separately. The loud-
speakers used were two-way Genelec 8030 with two types of
drivers, one 130 mm in diameter and one 19 mm, with a
crossover frequency at 3000 Hz. The spatially separated
sources lead to angular differences around ±1.3� [18]. Below
60 Hz, the impulse responses were extrapolated to a flat
response. The final response was time shifted by 1 ms and
truncated to 356 samples including a 12 sample ramp at
the beginning and a 24 sample ramp at the end. A sample
rate of 44.1 kHz was used.

In Aachen, participants were measured standing on a
turntable in a hemi-anechoic chamber (volume: 296 m3;
wedge length: 0.8 m) with a vertical 64 loudspeaker arc as
described in [21]. The loudspeaker closest to the horizontal
plane differs in elevation by �0.54 degree. A neck-rest was
used to reduce movement while the participant was rotated
and the set-up adapted to match the participants ear height
with the centre point of the arc. Loudspeaker used were one
inch (25.4 mm) Tang Band W1-2025SA. To reduce
measurement time and to match directions used in the
Oldenburg set-up the horizontal resolution was set to
7.5 degrees resulting in 3072measured directions and a dura-
tion of about 9 min for one participant. No feedback about
the participants head position was given. The impulse
responses were time windowed to exclude floor reflections,
and divided by the complex transfer function of the micro-
phones measured in the empty arc. Below 500 Hz, the data
was extrapolated to 0 dB at 0 Hz preserving the phase infor-
mation. The final response was time-shifted and truncated
to 356 samples at a sample rate of 44.1 kHz with identical
ramps as in the Oldenburg data.

The differences in measurement procedures summarized
are (Aachen – Oldenburg):

� participants posture (standing – seated),
� participants movement (turntable – fixed),
� feedback to the participants about their alignment
with the set-up (none – tracked),

� number of direction measured (3072 – 87),
� type of loudspeaker used (passive one-way 25.4 mm
driver – active two-way 130 and 19 mm driver),

� post-processing:
– one reference measurement including microphone

and loudspeaker – independent compensation of
loudspeaker and microphones,

– different low frequency cut-off (500 Hz – 60 Hz),

� duration of measurement (9 min vs. 30 s).

2.1.3 HpTFs

HpTFs were measured in Oldenburg and Aachen with
duplicates of the same sound card with integrated high-
power headphone amplifier (ADI-2 PRO FS, RME,
Haimhausen, Germany). The headphones used were reposi-
tioned by the experimenter between measurements and
each headphone was measured eight times for each partici-
pant to account for variabilities due to fitting [22]. Measure-
ments that revealed obvious faults, e.g. broadband level
reduction due to clogging or squeezing of probe tubes, those
including false notches due to microphone misplacements
and those with a non-sealing fit of the rubber domes for
the earphones, were excluded. The probe tubes were not
repositioned between measurements.

The sensitivity and frequency response of the probe tube
microphones were acquired via the substitution method as
described in IEC 61094-8 [23] in the anechoic chambers. In
Aachen they were compared to a GRAS 40AF half inch
microphone while in Oldenburg aGRAS 46-DP1 eighth inch
microphone was used. The measurements were shifted to a
common delay and windowed to a length of 93 ms (4096
samples at 44.1 kHz). Hence, the HpTFs are described as
a transfer factor from a given headphone voltage input
to a measured sound pressure close to the eardrum, i.e.
[Pa/V], containing the characteristics of the headphone,
its fitting and the ear physiology of the individual partici-
pant. The headphones measured included the circumaural,
open type Sennheiser HD650 (Sennheiser, Wedemark,
Germany), the circumaural, closed housing Beyerdynamic
DT770 Pro 250 Ohm (Beyerdynamic, Heilbronn, Germany)
and insert earphones Etymotic ER4-PT with double silicon
domes (Etymotic Research, Elk Grove Village, IL, USA).
The latter one will also be considered as part of the generic
term “headphones”. The selection of the headphones is some-
what arbitrary, but they are all in wide spread use. For the
HpTF measurements differences between the labs are
mainly expected due to post-processing and in acquiring of
the microphone sensitivity and its frequency response.
At Aachen and Oldenburg, different pairs of headphones
were used, which were acquired in one batch.

2.2 Sound pressure level estimation during headphone
and loudspeaker presentation

To calculate the eardrum sound pressure level during
headphone presentation the stored stimulus Sdig in digital
units [DU] is multiplied with the gain G [V/DU] which
was set during the listening test to achieve equal loudness
and which already includes the digital to analogue con-
verter. It is then convolved with the previously, individually
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measured HpIR [Pa/V], which is the inverse Fourier
transform of the HpTF (see Sect. 2.1.3), to acquire a pres-
sure signal at the eardrum. Both ear sides and signals
obtained using all eight repeated HpIRs were averaged in
terms of RMS (root-mean-square) values. Variability due
to repositioning of the headphones, between subjects and
between labs, is analysed in Section 3.2. For the eardrum
levels during loudspeaker presentation the calculation is dif-
ferent. Prior to each listening test session, the loudspeaker
presentation was calibrated using a calibrated, half-inch
free-field microphone (46AF, G.R.A.S., Holte, Denmark)
pointing towards the loudspeaker to ensure a playback level
at the receiver position of 65 phon. The calibration was
done for each stimulus separately and provided a one
channel free-field stimulus Srec [Pa] as sound pressure signal.
The recorded stimulus was then convolved with the corre-
sponding two-channel HRIR, which is the inverse Fourier
transform of the HRTF (see Sect. 2.1.2), to obtain the
sound pressure waveform at the eardrums.

To understand the influence of measured HpTF and
HRTF values on the results of the listening test we briefly
formulate the mismatch (with “*” denoting a convolution)
as:

Mismatch ½dB� ¼ 20 � log10 Sdig DU½ � �G V
DU

� �� �
�HpIR

Pa
V

� �� �

� 20 � log10 Srec Pa½ � �HRIR
Pa
Pa

� �� �
: ð1Þ

Therefore, higher levels in an HpTF measurement will
generally increase the observed mismatch, whereas higher
values in the HRTF measurement will decrease it. Both
transfer functions were measured in the (hemi-) anechoic
chambers of the appropriate site.

2.3 Listening test

A loudness balancing test was conducted in Aachen and
Oldenburg including the 14 participants travelling to both
sites. Participants had to state whether they perceived
the headphone or the loudspeaker presentation as louder,
taking on and off the headphone between the presentations.
A 1-up-1-down two alternate forced choice (AFC) design
adapted the headphone level until equal loudness percep-
tion was achieved. Participants were seated and the loud-
speaker positioned 2.25 m in front of them. More details
about the listening test can be found in [13].

As independent variables three different headphones
used (see Sect. 2.1.3), two rooms (see Sect. 2.1.2) and nine
stimuli were used. As stimuli one-third octave band noises
(tbn) were used with centre frequencies at 125 Hz,
250 Hz, 500 Hz, 1000 Hz, 2000 Hz, 4000 Hz, 8000 Hz and
12 kHz. The overall length of each stimulus was 1 second
including 20 ms ramps to fade in and out. To cover com-
bined effects a wide band noise between 20 Hz and 4 kHz
was used with the same energy in the 17 critical frequency
bands as described by Zwicker [24] and will be further
related to as “uen17” as short term for unified excitation
noise.

3 Results
3.1 HRTFs

The upper row of Figure 1 shows all magnitude spectra
taken in Aachen and Oldenburg for a frontal source, i.e.
each participant is represented with two measurements
here. The measurements converge towards lower frequen-
cies as they are extrapolated towards 0 Hz. Frequencies
above approximately 6000 Hz show higher fluctuations.
The individual differences are caused by individually dis-
tributed centre frequencies of dips and notches due to indi-
vidual geometries. This plot displays both inter-individual
and cross-site deviations.

For each participant, two HRTF measurements were
conducted: one in Aachen and one in Oldenburg. The differ-
ence of these measurements (across laboratories) is plotted
as grey line for each participant in the bottom row of
Figure 1. As only one HRTF dataset per subject and labora-
tory site was gathered, the influence of intra-subject repeata-
bility at one site can not be quantified with the data present.

Up to 6000 Hz, the median difference across laboratory
sites is below 2.7 dB with an exception around 1600 Hz (left
ear, median: 3.2 dB, range: 0.11–5.02 dB). Another system-
atic deviation can be seen at a frequency of about 500 Hz
with a smaller effect (left ear, median: +0.94 dB, range:
+0.12 to +1.49 dB). For higher frequencies, a tendency
towards negative deviations (higher values in Oldenburg
compared to the ones in Aachen) can be observed. The
prominent notches differ between left ear (about �8 dB
median at 9400 Hz) and right ear (�9.5 dB median at
around 11.5 kHz and �12 dB median at 13.8 kHz).

3.2 HpTFs

3.2.1 Variability across transfer functions

Figure 2 shows the HpTF magnitude spectra for the
three different headphones used. Note that the y-axis is off-
set for the ER4 measurements. Comparable to Figure 1,
this plots combines inter-subject effects as well as across-site
ones. Each grey line displays the mean of the magnitude
over up to eight repetitions. The amount of deviation in
low frequencies dependent on the headphone type used
and is small for the HD650, moderate for the DT770 and
highest for the ER4 insert earphones. Up to 5000 Hz differ-
ences between measurements are small compared to those
for higher frequencies. All HpTFs have a maximum around
3000 Hz (ear canal resonance) and decrease towards very
high frequencies. The HD650 shows the flattest overall fre-
quency curve. The DT770 has a wide, prominent notch
between 200 and 250 Hz and a smaller one around
3800 Hz that can be observed on both ear sides. For the
ER4 the decreasing curve towards very low frequencies as
well as the increasing variance towards those frequencies
is noticeable as well as a peak around 15.5 kHz.

3.2.2 Intra-subject comparison

After measuring the HpTF of a participant, it usually
can not be assured that the fitting of the headphones is
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invariant against repositioning during the listening test.
Especially in loudness balancing tests headphones usually
have to be repositioned many times. Figure 3 shows the
difference between the maximum magnitude level measured
in eight repetitions of fitting and the minimum level for
each frequency bin.

For the open HD650 these differences are small (less
than 1.4 dB for the upper boundary) between 90 and
2500 Hz. Between 2500 and 5000 Hz the deviations slowly
increase up to 2.8 dB for the upper bound and a median
of 1.4 dB. For higher frequencies the variation increases
more rapid and repeatability can not be assumed in a rea-
sonable range.

For the DT770 a range between about 500 Hz and
2300 Hz is below 1.5 dB for the upper bound with a median
below 0.8 dB. Towards 90 Hz the variability slowly
increases up to a value of 4.5 dB for the upper bound and
2.8 dB median on the right ear side. From 2300 to
6000 Hz the variability also slowly increases up to a value
of 3.8 dB for the upper bound and 2.5 dB for the median.

For higher frequencies observations comparable to those
of the HD650 can be made.

The ER4 has deviations up to 15 dB for the upper
bound at 90 Hz with a median of 7.4 dB. Deviations
decrease with increasing frequency due to the reduced influ-
ence of the random leakage effect of the insert earphone. In
a range between 900 Hz and 3500 Hz the upper bound stays
below 2.6 dB with a median below 1.3 dB. From 3500 Hz
towards 6000 Hz the deviations again increase slowly up
to an upper bound of 6.4 dB and a median of 2.6 dB.
Towards higher frequencies the deviations increase even
faster than for the HD650 and the DT770.

3.2.3 Cross-site comparison

Figure 4 shows the difference in magnitude between the
mean of HpTF obtained in Aachen and Oldenburg
(HPTFAachen � HPTFOldenburg) for the same participant
as grey line for all 14 subjects. It has to be noted that the
cross-site effects plotted here are inherently influenced by

Figure 1. The upper row shows HRTF magnitude levels over a continuous frequency spectrum of a frontal sound source of
participants that were measured at both sites using probe tube microphones positioned close to the eardrum. Left diagram relates to
the left and the right diagram to the right ear. Red line shows the median, in transparent blue the range of 75% of measurement data
around the median is plotted. Gray lines indicate an individual measurement. Dashed lines indicate a measurement in Aachen, dotted
lines measurements in Oldenburg. The bottom row shows the difference in measurements for each participant between the HRTF
measured in Aachen and Oldenburg for a frontal source. For the bottom diagrams, the median is averaged with one-twelfth octave
band moving averaging window.
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Figure 2. HpTF magnitude levels for participants measured in Aachen and Oldenburg separated by left and right ear. Plotted is the
mean over eight repetitions of the frequency magnitude. The sound pressure was measured close to the eardrum using probe tubes.
The range of the y-axis differs for the ER4 measurements at the bottom. Red line shows the median, in transparent blue the range of
75% of measurement data around the median is plotted. Gray lines indicate the mean of one individual participant over up to eight
repetitions. Dashed lines indicate a measurement in Aachen, dotted lines measurements in Oldenburg.
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the intra-subject variability as shown in the previous
section. The measurements for HD650 and the DT770
coincidence quite well in the range of the intra-subject vari-
ability up to 5000 Hz (see Fig. 4). The only exception occurs
on the left ear around 2000 Hz which is mainly influenced
by two measurements only. The ER4 insert earphones devi-
ate more for the lower frequencies than can be predicted
from intra-subject variability (see Fig. 4). No measurement

deviations lie in the range of approximately 0 to �10 dB
which suggests a more systematic effect. For frequencies
higher than 5000 Hz the variance of deviation increases
while the median does not show a consistent behaviour
between ear sides or headphones. Towards higher frequen-
cies the measurements done in Aachen result in a somewhat
higher level especially in the region between 12 kHz and
13 kHz.

Figure 3. Maximum deviations for repositioning the headphones eight times for each participant in Aachen and in Oldenburg. For
each frequency the maximum level [dB] minus the minimum over up to eight repetitions is taken. Left diagram relates to the left and
the right diagram to the right ear. Red line shows the median (smoothed by one-twelfth moving average window). In transparent blue
the range of 75% of measurement data around the median is plotted. Gray lines indicate an individual measurement. Dashed lines
indicate a measurement in Aachen, dotted lines measurements in Oldenburg.
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3.3 Listening test

Figure 5 shows the difference in eardrum sound pressure
level between headphone and loudspeaker presentation at
equal loudness perception on the y-axis (see Sect. 2.2),
and the stimulus on the x-axis. The figure is separated into
the two rooms under test.

Two-way ANOVAs were conducted for each room
including a test of simple effects. Significant differences
between headphones for a room-stimulus combination are
marked in Figure 5 with brackets above each condition.
For the uen17 signal, the ER4 insert earphones differ signif-
icantly from the other two headphones in both rooms.
Additionally, the ER4 differs in the anechoic room in

Figure 4. Deviations of the obtained HpTF spectra for each participant across sites for the HpTF magnitude spectra for the different
headphones separated by left and right ear. Microphones were positioned close to the eardrum using probe tubes. Left diagram relates
to the left and the right diagram to the right ear. Red line shows the median (smoothed by one-twelfth moving average window), in
transparent blue the range of 75% of measurement data around the median is plotted. Gray lines indicate an individual measurement.
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Oldenburg for the DT770 at tbn500 (HD650: p = 0.056)
and for both headphones at the tbn250 stimulus. Signifi-
cance of differences between stimuli are not marked in
Figure 5 to keep readability of the figure. In the Aachen
anechoic chamber the respective mismatches for the
tbn1000 and the tbn12000 differ significantly from other
stimuli. In the Oldenburg anechoic chamber the high fre-
quency tbn8000 and tbn12000 differ significantly from the
lower ones, with further analysis revealing only a difference
for the ER4 for this case and an additional difference to the
uen17 stimulus.

3.3.1 Cross-site comparison

Figure 6 shows the differences between the measure-
ments and listening test results for the anechoic rooms in
Aachen and Oldenburg. The symbols show the deviation
in mismatches (Aachen minus Oldenburg) measured in
the listening test plotted over frequency, with the red
HD650 and the green ER4 symbols shifted in frequency
for readability. Vertical dashed lines indicate the upper
and lower boundaries of one-third octave bands employed
for the listening tests. The solid lines show the mean devia-
tion of HpTFs (see Fig. 4) minus the mean deviation in
HRTF (see Fig. 1 bottom row) between Aachen and Olden-
burg. If the lines in a one-third octave band and symbols
would coincide, the physical difference in transfer-function
measurements would fully explain the deviations in the
listening test results between Aachen and Oldenburg. It
should be noted that the symbols should not be compared

to the value of the corresponding frequency but rather to
the whole frequency band which is indicated by the vertical,
dashed lines.

4 Discussion
4.1 HRTF measurements

The measurement conditions differed in various points
between the labs as listed in Section 2.1.2. Special agree-
ments were only made on the type of probe tube micro-
phones used and the final response parameters (length,
overall window and data format) for better comparison as
well as evaluation of the listening test.

The deviations across laboratory sites are reasonably
small (median below 2.7 dB) up to 6000 Hz. Besides the
very different approaches in measuring the HRTFs and
the set-up of the measurements, an inherent deviation due
to intra-subject repeatability has to be taken into account.
Riederer [10] utilizes one seated participant in the same lab-
oratory and measurement set-up with microphones placed
at the blocked ear canal to investigate intra-subject
repeatability. The HRTFs were measured with three differ-
ent experimenters inserting the microphones. For the fron-
tal direction, differences for an expert experimenter have
been found around 2.7 dB up to 3000 Hz and 10 dB and
higher up to 10 kHz when using four repetitions. Measure-
ments at the open ear canal (only two repetitions) showed
similar deviations. The values increased with less thorough
placed microphones (about 4.4 dB up to 3000 Hz).

Figure 5. Level mismatch obtained from the loudness balancing tests between headphone and loudspeaker presentation for three
headphones and 14 subjects across two sites. Each smaller marker is the mean for one participant, each bigger marker the mean over
all participants with the whisker indicating the standard deviation. The results are plotted as eardrum sound pressure level difference
between headphone and loudspeaker presentation for the same perceived loudness. The x-axis denotes the presented stimulus and the
figure is split into the two tested rooms. Each colour represents one specific headphone type.
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Møller et al. [9] analysed HRTF repeatability using probe
microphones at the open ear canal entrance within the same
lab but with only one participant repeated three times. For
the frontal direction they showed deviations around 1.5 dB
up to about 5000 Hz and up to 15 dB variance above
7000 Hz due to different notch behaviour. Another study
by Andreopoulou et al. [11] investigated four participants
with 10 repeated measurements under comparable condi-
tions to this study by changing the room and loudspeaker
array as well as microphone repositioning and two different
experimenters. Although they only showed results for the
whole dataset, the same principle applies in which frequen-
cies up to 2000 Hz result in low variations (less than 5 dB)
while for higher frequencies these deviations increase up to
15 dB.

Overall, the deviations in the present dataset do not
exceed the expected variability due to repetition of the mea-
surement reported on the literature. Yet, some details differ
to previous findings and can be accounted to differences
between laboratories. The observable systematic peak devi-
ation around 400–500 Hz (see Fig. 1, lower row) can be
related to a an additional reflection from the legs that is

included in the seated measurements at Oldenburg, but
not in the standing measurements at Aachen. Using the
ISO/TR 7250-2 [25] database for basic human body mea-
surements the detour for a knee reflection can be calculated
to around 2.1–2.5 ms for a german population. The CIPIC
database [26], that used seated subjects as well, shows sim-
ilar values as also mentioned by Raykar et al. [27]. The
detour corresponds to a comb-filter with a first notch
between 400 and 500 Hz and a second one at three times
that frequency, and a peak at the double of the first notch
frequency. For higher notches the absorber on the legs sup-
press reflections from legs or knees. A notch in HRTFs mea-
sured in Oldenburg translates to a peak in the subtraction
term HRTFAC � HRTFOL. Therefore, the peak around
1600 Hz most likely relates to a reflection effect of the knee
and legs as well, with individual centre frequencies for each
participant. Earlier measurements conducted in Oldenburg
reveal similar behaviour, see Denk et al. [18]. The effect will
be further investigated in a separate study.

Another systematic difference can be observed around
10 kHz in the shape of a notch, followed by a peak as shown
in the bottom row of Figure 1. The frequency range and

Figure 6. Differences in individual mismatch between anechoic rooms in Aachen and Oldenburg. Each small marker is the difference
for one specific participant, bigger markers the mean over all participants. Whisker denote the standard deviation. Colours represent
one specific headphone type. Solid lines show the calculated mean deviations in mismatch due to the HpTF and HRTF average
deviation across sites. The x-axis indicates the frequency with vertical lines showing the boundaries of the one-third octave bands
employed for the stimuli in the listening tests. The red markers for HD650 and the green markers for the ER4 are shifted in frequency
for better readability.
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the wider characteristics of the deviation point toward a
systematically different placement of the probe tubes. Even
though the aim was to place them as close as possible to the
eardrum, the placement was neither quantified nor mea-
sured and performed by different experimenter. Influence
of different probe tube placements can be found in e.g.
[28, 29] and match quite well with the observed deviations
in terms of frequency, notch width and amplitude. Conse-
quently, a peak following the notch would be expected
when dividing two transfer functions with different notch
centre frequencies.

4.2 HpTF measurements

The HpTF measurements show good repeatability up to
about 5000 Hz between repositioning and across laboratory
sites, and low variability across subjects. The DT770 shows
slightly increased variability towards lower frequencies
whereas the HpTFs become unreliable for ER4 insert
earphones for frequencies below 900 Hz. Towards higher
frequencies intra- and inter-subject variabilities increases
for all headphones used whereas systematic influence across
laboratory sites can only be observed at 10 kHz and above
13 kHz.

The results found for intra-subject variability due to
headphone repositioning in Figure 3 are comparable to
the findings of Völk [6]. Even though their investigation
focuses on open type headphones only and blocked ear
canal measurements, it offers a good reference, especially
for the HD650, because of its high number of repetition
and the utilization of both, inter- and intra-subject mea-
surements. For the influence of repositioning the HD650
they found variabilities below 1 dB up to 6000 Hz with
increased variabilities above these frequencies up to 6 dB
whereas the present study shows higher deviations espe-
cially for frequencies above 13 kHz, which might relate to
the use of probe tubes and the measured sensitivity for
the compensation of the microphones. The same is true
for the DT770, excluding the slight increase of variability
towards lower frequencies. Møller et al. [5] did similar inves-
tigations with one subject but multiple headphones. Again,
the variation is low for frequencies up to 6000 Hz. Above
these frequencies variability increases mainly to slightly
shifted peak and notch positions. The across subject effects
are naturally affected by the intra-subject variabilities
which seem to be a dominant factor for frequencies below
6000 Hz where across subject deviations are comparable
to the intra-subject ones as shown in both studies. For
higher frequencies, the across subject deviations exceed
those for the intra-subjects ones as the centre frequencies
of peaks and notches are highly individual.

The differences across laboratories observed in the
present study is small and well within the range of intra-
subject deviations. Thus, for higher frequencies the probe
tube measurements deviate a lot more. The dip around
10 kHz is similar to those found between HRTFs which
relate to the microphone placement differences between
the two sites as mentioned above. Additional a strong peak
towards higher frequency can be seen caused by differences

in the microphone compensations (see Fig. 8). Figure 8
shows the transfer function of the post processed data of
a Dirac pulse in Aachen and Oldenburg for the ER7C
microphones, i.e. the microphone compensation. While
deviations are considerably small below 10 kHz, high devi-
ations occur for higher frequencies that can be caused by
different fixing of the probe tubes during sensitivity
measurements. The probe microphones themselves are sta-
ted with signal to noise ratios above 10 dB for frequencies
between 10 and 20 kHz. It should be noted that these
compensations are also used for the HRTFs in Oldenburg,
but not in Aachen (see Sect. 2.1.2).

Another aspect of fitting and leakage is the presence of
the probe tube at the pinna cartilage. To analyse the

Figure 7. Mean differences between measurements on a head-
phone test fixture measured without probe tubes being present
and with probe tubes inserted. The graph shows the difference of
the ear simulator measurements, smoothed with an 1/12th
octave band moving averaging window.

Figure 8. Transfer function of the microphone compensation in
the post processing in Aachen and Oldenburg smoothed by a
one-sixth octave band moving average window. The bottom part
shows the deviation Aachen minus Oldenburg. Note that the y-
axis is split into two areas.
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influence of the probe tubes on the measurement the
headphones were tested on a GRAS 45CA-9 headphone test
fixture with anthropometric pinnae and high resolution ear
simulators. Ten measurements were made without probe
tubes and ten with probe tubes inserted to the ear canal
for each headphone type and probe microphone signals
checked for an open probe tube as were done during the
HpTF measurements. Mean differences of the ear simulator
measurements can be seen in Figure 7.

The results give an estimate about the range in which
the effects occur. The coupling surface here is a stiff plane
compared to an uneven coupling on a skin surface for
human subjects. The probe tubes were only present during
HpTF measurements but not during the loudness balancing
task. The leakage effect of the probe tubes result in a lower
measured amplitude for lower frequencies and, as shown in
Section 2.2, lead to decreased mismatches. Yet, this effect
can not be observed in Figure 5. However, a tendency
towards the inverse behaviour especially in the Oldenburg
anechoic room supports the assumption that the effect of
a carefully fitted ER4 during the HpTF measurements
(where the rubber domes sealed the ear canal) in compar-
ison to an uncontrolled fitting during testing either domi-
nates an effect of the presence of the probe tube or the
probe tubes do not significantly affect the fitting. The fit-
ting during the test was done by the participants them-
selves and no feedback about the sealing (e.g. low
frequency test tones) were given. As HpTF measurements
with a non-optimal fit of the rubber domes were either
sorted out or redone during the measurement phase, a dis-
crepancy to the real HpTF during the listening test, espe-
cially for low frequencies, can be expected.

4.3 Influence of measurement uncertainties on the
loudness mismatch

Between the settings in Aachen and Oldenburg the
results of the loudness balancing experiment do agree quite
well. In Figure 6, it can be observed that the deviation in
mismatch between sites is generally well within its standard
deviation. Only at two frequencies deviations occur, namely
at the 1000 Hz one-third octave band and at 12 kHz. The
latter can be mapped to the systematic differences in
HpTFs (see also Fig. 4) and the used microphone sensitiv-
ities. The difference for 1000 Hz can neither be found in
the HRTF differences nor in the HpTFs. The discussed
deviations around 1600 Hz (see Sect. 4.1) are above the
band limits of the one-third octave band noise at
1000 Hz. As the same hardware with synchronized settings
were used at both sites, the digital headphone output levels
measured in Aachen and Oldenburg are comparable to a
large extent and the deviation can already be found in this
data, before applying any HpTF or HRTF data. Further-
more, differences in geometries of the rooms or reflecting
obstacles would affect higher frequencies likewise, yet, this
effect can not be observed for stimuli with higher centre
frequencies. As discussed in the companion paper [13]
multi-modal aspects, especially visuals, might influence

the sound perception. E.g.: the listening test set-up in the
Aachen hemi-anechoic was placed on a concrete floor with
some absorber in front of a single loudspeaker mounted
on a stand where in Oldenburg participants were seated
in a full anechoic chamber facing a solid 94 loudspeaker
array. As mentioned in [13] further investigations using
blindfolded participants are on-going.

The effect of probe tube misplacements, as described in
the sections above, on the listening test results is minimized
as they cancel out in the divisions of HpTF by HRTF data
as described in equation (1). This can also be seen in
Figure 6, at least for the HD650 and the DT770.

The high variability in the listening test results for the
ER4 insert earphones can on the one hand be found in the
HpTFs (see Sect. 3.2.2) showing a high variability due to
repositioning of the earphones, and on the other hand in
any level plots of the listening test results (Figs. 5 and 6).
The high number of repositioning of the headphones during
the listening test is assumed to increase the expected vari-
ability especially as no feedback regarding the seal of the ear-
phones is given. The uen17 stimulus includes frequencies
down to 20 Hz and is therefore most critical to low frequency
leakage which is stated as the cause for the differences
between the headphones at both sites.

Measuring the sound pressure levels with equipped probe
tubes during the whole listening test would minimize the
uncertainties regarding real sound pressure levels at the
eardrum, but increases the effort (and testing time) drasti-
cally as a good fit of the microphones has to be verified
before every stimulus presentation due to the risk of micro-
phone repositioning with headphone handling. For further
understanding of the insert earphone results, a more robust
measurement estimation for the sound pressure level at the
eardrum has to be used and repositioning of the earphones
has to be done with more control over correct fitting and
reproducibility. A test device including a microphone would
be an option as in e.g. Hiipakka et al. [30].

A preceding pilot study by the authors [31], presenting a
similar loudness balancing experiment, showed a significant
difference around 250 Hz between the use of HD650 and
DT770 when calculating the eardrum levels with KEMAR
HpTFs and HRTFs. The same can be found in the results
gathered in this study: When using the measured digital
gains together with KEMAR HpTF and HRTF data, the
difference occurs again. This indicates that individual
eardrum level estimation affects the outcome of loudness
balancing, especially for lower frequencies when fitting
becomes more important.

5 Conclusion and outlook

The study presented confirms the comparability of find-
ings between laboratories when measuring transfer func-
tions and highlights crucial points in the procedures. Even
though the approaches of measuring HRTF datasets were
very different, the differences in the results are considerably
small. Systematic, moderate deviations appear to be related
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to the posture of the subjects (standing or seating), which
typically is influenced by the set-up.

For the measurement of HpTFs, both laboratory sites
used the same approach and the same hardware. Conse-
quently, the measured data is very alike in a frequency
range up to approx. 7 kHz. Deviations at higher frequencies
up to 10 dB probably stem from differences in the obtained
microphone sensitivities that apparently do not correspond
exactly to the difference between microphones and the
equalization of the HpTFs with these sensitivities. As the
sensitivities were measured only once but used on all
measurements at one laboratory site, their influence is
highly systematic. For the three different headphones under
test, the open HD650 exhibited the flattest frequency
response and smallest repositioning variations. The closed
DT770 has a noticeable dip around 200 Hz and reposition-
ing induced more variability towards lower frequencies as
the closed fit is more sensitive to fitting. The ER4 insert
earphones highly depend on the fitting of the sealing of
the ear canal using double-dome silicon plugs. This fitting
was further influenced by the presence of the probe tubes
and led to high variations between labs and between
repositioning, the latter particularly towards lower frequen-
cies. However, between the frequency range of about 900
to 3500 Hz the ER4 exhibited reproducible HpTFs.
Towards higher frequencies variability increases for all
headphones due to shifted peaks and notches in the transfer
functions.

Last, the influence of the probe tube position as one
possible source of inaccuracy may lead to rather large devi-
ations between measured transfer functions across sites.
Yet, this effect cancels out in loudness balancing tests when
HpTF and HRTF measurements are done with the same
placing of the probe tubes, i.e. they stay fixed between both
measurements.

On the one hand, the influence of the transfer functions
on the loudness balancing results can be shown for devia-
tions around 12 kHz, where differences in microphone
sensitivities lead to high deviations in HpTF measurements
between the laboratory sites and consequently in high devi-
ations found for the loudness mismatch at this frequency.
Also, the use of individual measurements clears the differ-
ence between the use of the HD650 and the DT770 at lower
frequencies. On the other hand, deviations in transfer func-
tions can not explain different cross-site differences of the
loudness mismatch at 1000 Hz.

The gathered HRTF and HpTF data sets [32] can be
used for a more thorough investigation of general (cross-
site) measurement accuracy, while the present investiga-
tion was focussed mainly on explaining differences in
loudness balancing. The data shown here solely focuses on
the frontal direction and magnitude differences. Time and
phase information, interaural cues as well as influences of
incidence angles over the whole sphere can be taken into
account. For each participant, blocked ear canal measure-
ments were also taken (except for the insert earphones)
and can be compared to the presented eardrum
measurements.
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